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Governments across the globe have failed to stop the spread of the Oni Agent. The biological

weapon continues to wreak havoc. Those that are infected become abominations known as Skulls,

a fate worse than death. Captain Dominic Holland and Meredith Webb have made it to Fort Detrick.

The Army base was once a bastion for America's biodefense. Now, swarms of hungry Skulls prowl

outside the walls. With Fort Detrick's resources, Dom and Meredith think they may finally have a

chance to slow the spread of the Oni Agent. But with the United States military in disarray, the

situation outside Detrick's walls grows bleaker. More and more civilians succumb to the Skulls - or

become them. Dom leads a desperate mission to establish a safe zone for civilians fleeing the

nightmarish creatures. Despite this apocalyptic new world, Dom and the Hunters are determined to

succeed. New threats and discoveries challenge them every step of the way. But they soon find

potential help from an unlikely source...if they can survive long enough to receive it.
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The long awaited sequel to "The Tide", "The Tide: Breakwater" was quickly read as soon as it

turned up in my Android! Another great story by Anthony J Melchiorri! I really enjoyed and loved this

book as we are swept along where "The Tide" left off... and soooo many things have happened

which shocked me! I was "oh, no! NOT that happening..." (I'm NOT telling you! You have to read

this for yourself, ok?!)While this is a sequel (or second in the series), the book and story stand alone

well as Melchiorri does a bit of fill in (just enough to enlighten you or refresh our memories) but also



keeps the story flying along! We have Dom still fighting the good fight with his Hunters... There are

also the new scientific/medical discoveries Lauren and her team work tirelessly in their search for a

cure as well as treating those broght aboard the Huntress)... the daring exploits of the Hunters

against the Skulls... new faces who are also fighting the good fight - and so relieved that they are

not alone. There is also a search for fresh medical minds... IF they are still alive and ahve not yet

become Skulls themselves! So much is going on, but they are looking for more survivors...The

reasons I love this story (and the author's work in general) are all I expect in a great story - they're

all here! The characters are well-developed and complex (as we get to know them better)... The

heroes are heroic yet very HUMAN (they are NOT superheroes - just good people rising to the

challenges necessary)... the story is fast paced yet well-developed... the science is believable... the

story gets you involved and you ride the rollercoaster of emotions with the characters!...
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